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NOTE: This procedure will give a very hasty classification of soils, and SHOULD NOT
BE DESIGNED OF PERMANENT OR SEMIPERMANENT CONSTRUCTION.

Figure 8-1. Field identification of soils
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Figure 8-1. Field identification of soils (continued)
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DRAINAGEMoisture Content
To determine whether or not soil is at or near Optimum Moisture Content (OMC).
mold a golf ball size sample of soil with your hands. Squeeze the ball between your

thumb and forefinger. If the ball shatters into several fragments of rather uniform
size, the soil is near or at OMC. If the soil is difficult to roll into a ball or it crumbles
under very little pressure, the soil IS below OMC.

Stabilization
See Table 8-2 for recommended soil stabilizing agents.

Table 8-2. Recommended initial stabilizing agent

given in percentage by weight

The most common drainage structures are open ditches and culverts.

Runoff Estimates
The volume of water that iS to be carried by the open channel or culvert can be
estimated as follows:

Cross-sectional area estimate
Compute the amount of water that has been carried by the open channel (Figure 8-2).
Continue with the culvert or the open ditch design on page 8-6.

Figure 8-2. Cross-sectional area of water
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Runoff field estimate method (Q = 2ARC) Q = 2ARC

Determine acreage contributing runoff to project area by delineating drainage areas Where  Q = total runoff m CFS

and drawing flow lines (If drainage areas exceed 100 acres, do not use this method ) A = drainage area in acres

Remember that water flows down hill and perpendicular to contour lines. Calculate R = rainfall intensity (Figure 8-3)

total contributing area in acres (1 acre = 43,560 ft2= 4.047M2).  Find your general C = coefficient factor (Table 8-3)

location on Figure 8-3 and select the appropriate rainstorm intensity If your location Compute   (cross-sectional area of water) using formula:
is between two lines, select the higher value Select runoff coefficient from Table 8-3
and determine expected flow by using formula: Where                    =      cross-sectional area in

Q = quantny of water in CFS
V = water velocity (If not known, use 4.)

Figure 8-3. World Isohyetal map
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Table 8-3. Runoff coefficient
Culverts

Design
Using previously obtained area of water            the culvert design area                      
See Figure 8-4 to determine the maximum allowabe culvert diameter, fall, and cover
Round DOWN to next available culvert diameter. Determine number of pipes using
formula:

Start working with the largest available culvert that meets the maximum diameter
requirement. Then go to smaller diameters until the most economical solution is
found.
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Length
Figure 8-5. shows length determination procedures

Figure 8-4. Minimum fill and cover

Figure 8-5. Culvert length determination
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Installation
During installation, the following criteria should be adhered to whenever possible:

• Place the inlet elevation at or below the ditch bottom.
• Extend the culvert 2 feet minimum downstream beyond the fill slopes.
• Use bedding of D/10 minimum.
• Space multiple culverts a minimum of D/2 apart.
• Desired slope iS 2 to 4 percent, minimum slope is 0.5 percent.
• Always use a headwall upstream.
• Riprap downstream to control erosion.



Examples
Examples of field expedient culverts are shown in Figure 8-6.

Figure 8-6. Expedient culvert examples
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Open Ditch Design
• Determine area of water     using formula (page 8-4):

• Select site slope ratio based on soil stability (Table 8-4), equipment capacity, and
safety.

• Determine cutting depth IAW Figure 8-7.

Table 8-4. Recommended requirements for slope ratios

in cuts and fills: homogeneous soils

NOTES: 1. Recommended slopes are valid only in homogeneous soils that have either an in-place
or compacted density equaling or exceeding 95 percent CE55 maximum dry density.
For nonhomogeneous soils, or soils at lower densities, a deliberate slope stability
analysis IS required.

2. Backslopes cut in to Ioess soiI will seek to maintain a near-vertical cleavage. DO NOT
apply loading above this cut face. Expect sloughing to occur.

Figure 8-7. Open ditch
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EXPEDIENT PAVEMENTS

Expedient Road Surfaces

See Chapter 2 (pages 2-19 through 2-22).

Expedient Airfield Surfaces
Calculate requirements using Table 8-5 and Table 2-11 (page 2-24) to prepare
subgrade, lay membrane. and lay matting.

Table 8-5. Mat characteristics

Start placing matting from one corner of runway with male hinges parallel with and
toward centerline. The first strip must be laid along edge of roadway. The second
strip must be staggered so that the connectors from the first strip are at the center of
the second strip panels. Connecting bars MUST be fully inserted (Figure 8-8).

Figure 8-8. Typical mat and connectors
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AIRFIELD REPAIR

Minimum Operating Strip (MOS)

The main focus is the MOS which is 15 meters x 1,525 meters (50 feet x 5,000 feet)
for fighter aircraft and 26 meters x 2,134 meters (90 feet x 7,000 feet) for cargo.

Priority of Work
See Figure 8-9.

(1) Establish first MOS (15M x 1.525M/50' x 5,000').
(2) Use minimal effort to build 7.6M (25') wide access routes.
(3) Establish second MOS (15M x 1.525M/50' x 5,000').
(4) Build more 7.6M (25') wide access routes
(5) Lengthen first MOS to 2.134M (7,000')
(6) Lengthen second MOS to 2.134 M (7.000')
(7) Widen first MOS 27.4M (90')

(8) Widen second MOS to 27.4M (90')

Figure 8-9. Airfield repair priority of work
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Membrane and Mat Repair
Membranes
Repair tears in membranes by cutting an “X” and lifting the four flaps back. Place a
new peice of membrane under the torn area to extend at least 30 centimeters (12
inches) beyond the torn area. Apply an adhesive to top of new membrane and bottom
of old membrane. Allow adhesive to become tacky. Fold flaps back into position and
allow adhesive to set for at least 15 minutes. Roll patched area with a wheeled roller
or vehicle.

M a t s
M8A1. Unlock end connector bars from damaged panel and remove locking lugs.
Move panel laterally until hooks are centered on slots. Pry hooks out of slots and
move panel to clear overlapping ends. Remove damaged panel. Remove locking lugs
from new panel and orient to same position as damaged panel. Reverse removal
procedures.

AM2.
Slide out method. Slide out entire run where damage to panel is located. Remove end
connector bars. Replace damaged panel. Push new run in until it is 5 to 10
centimeters (2 to 4 inches) from next panel, and continue procedure until all panels
have been replaced. Push run to its original position.

Cutting method. If special repair panels are available, cut the damaged panel as
shown in Figure 8-10 and remove pieces Replace with special repair panel and
accessories (Figure 8-11 ).

Figure 8-10. AM2 mat cutting method
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Figure 8-11. AM2 special repair panel
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M19. Replace a single mat by using a clrcular saw and cut as shown in Figure 8-12.
Use pry-bar and Iift cut pieces. Unbolt edges of damaged panel and replace as shown
in Figure 8-13.

Figure 8-12. Cutting of M19 mat
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Figure 8-13. M29 repair panel replacement



For repair  of  large areas, create a pyramid as shown in Figure 8-14. Remove

maintenance access adapter and start  removing panel f rom the outside in unt i l

reaching the damaged area. Replace the damaged area and removed panels.

Figure 8-14. Repair of M19 large damaged areas

Other Than Membrane and Mat Surface Repairs
Figures 8-15 through 8-17 show different emergency repair methods.

Figure 8-15. Precast concrete slab crater repair
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